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Subject: Let's Get On with Building the Holley Place Affordable Housing Project
From: <lloydbaroody@gmail.com>
Date: 2/13/2021, 8:28 PM
To: <aconroy@salisburyct.us>

I offer my full support for the Holley Place Affordable Housing Project.

I started living as a child in Lakeville in the 1950’s and went to Salisbury Central School.  I remember well the vibrancy of Lakeville, the July 4th parades in Lakeville (not Salisbury), with multiple
elaborate floats and many stores at which to shop.  This was before parts of the town were torn down to make way for the current park where the old Holley building stood as well as the park in front of
Community Field.  We lost quite a number of businesses in town as a result of these demolitions.  What did we get instead? - a gas station having the architecture of practically every other gas station in
the world and a glorified “park” with a bench that is really just a dirt ground parking lot.  The Holley Project can provide a bridge to Lakeville’s glorious past by helping to revitalize the town.

Some people are losing sight of the overarching and urgent need for a quantum increase in affordable housing by inflicting the project with a thousand cuts with ad nauseum nitpicking.  I will take to
task just some of the objections.

Loss of park having historic heritage – you would think people were defending Gettysburg.  It’s a dirt park with a park bench!
Too much traffic and not enough parking – the building across the street on Holley St. with extremely limited parking used to be Salisbury Bank when I grew up.  Everybody had to physically go to
the bank in those pre-internet days.  There was nothing “busier” than that.  And yet we dealt with it without big fuss or problems.  In terms of added traffic from the proposed project, I suspect that
there is more traffic turning into the post office in 15 minutes than there would be all day in added traffic turning into Holley St.  Look, Lakeville was a bustling town when the original Holley
building existed, yet we managed quite well with parking, using parallel parking on the street as necessary.
Too dangerous traffic area for kids:  This makes no sense, since kids would be able to easily walk to the Grove, playground, etc. without having to navigate longer distances providing higher risk.
Too dangerous for motorists given the hill coming down from Route 41:  I would like to suggest that the trip to the dump since it was moved is significantly more treacherous these days on the windy
road to Millerton.  At least that’s for the majority of us, and the dump is a necessary destination.  This is many times more dangerous than going to the old dump, especially in the snow and given the
distance and numerous curves in the road.  Were there so many complaints about that?  Things need to be kept in reasonable perspective.
Why not instead build elsewhere like the Pope property:  This is a false comparison.  The fact is, we need Holley, Pope, and every other place that has been proposed to make a material difference in
affordable housing in our town.  We need them all.  The alternative to not getting in younger people is an increase in the already high average age of our residents.  If this continues, then maybe we
should simply move the boundaries of the Salisbury Cemetery to the rest of Salisbury and include Lakeville.  That’s where we’re headed, and then at least we could be buried in our backyards.
Architecture not appropriate:  this is highly subjective and few people will agree on the “ideal” look.  The proposed building needs to accommodate the many apartments and at the same time look
close enough to the old style.  When the old Salisbury Town Hall was burned down by an arsonist many years ago (I remember it well), the replacement building looked to me like something in
Greenwich CT, not a replica of the old building.  I got used to it; it’s not really so bad.
Too much density:  The folks complaining about this would have been really upset in the 1950’s and in the many decades before when there was across the street (a bit up the hill on the way to
Millerton) a rooming house called the Gateway Inn.  A photo is below.  Imagine the “traffic” from that place!  And I can tell you from personal observation, it wasn’t a problem.  One other point
regarding the density – a minimum number of apartments are apparently needed to get the state funding.  That could be a make or break issue for the viability of the project.

Let’s simply get on with the Holley Project.  It is badly needed.  Yea, it’s not perfect for everyone, but it’s good enough and helps achieve the long sought affordable housing objectives of the town.

Lloyd Baroody
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